
Acai // Guac & Go
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Lunch, or more like tea, was at Guac & Go! I told @charlottewangwang I'd stop by a few weeks ago
but got so caught up in work that I didn't get any time off at all… So glad I finally found time yesterday
to try! Really enjoyed our chat too ?

I love Charlotte cos she got this inner #budgetbabe like me HAHA! we both saved our first year of work
income and supplemented it with carousell earnings, but the difference is that she pumped it into her
biz, whereas I put it into the stock markets ?

Told her to start looking at her insurance and investments too, to supplement her business further and
build up another source of income!
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My guacamole bowl with hummus and tortilla chips! This was only $6?!? LOVED IT cos I'm such a
huge fan of avocados and hummus.

A major grouse I have with chips and dips outside is that I almost ALWAYS finish my dips before the
chips and that's damn annoying pls. Surprisingly I had leftover dips from this bowl! Definitely coming
back ?

#NOTSPONSORED (is it every post must put this disclaimer now?)
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After that, went for my last meeting followed by an investment discussion! Here's super investor Me
LOL handsome or not ??
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Also had acai bowl after another meeting earlier this week and this was pretty good! Acai Affair along
East Coast road. I loved their staff service haha the guy especially was so nice and courteous?!?

Can't get over their decor cos this photo is totally not edited! Pretty right?!? #selfpraise lol
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Had cake for breakfast LOL this salted caramel cake is SO GOOD omg what got me excited was that it
is made in the same manner as all the insta-famous bakers I've been following, but whose cakes are
so expensive that I can't afford the splurge ? really see no touch / eat sia #dayrefatties all the
calories…

—————-

The new hire I mentioned in @sgbudgetbabe:100517 is leaving. We were discussing whether to keep
or to fire him because really too many issues already, and I sincerely hope he'll enjoy his next job
more. Maybe he's just too junior to appreciate the full benefit of what we do and offer. I mean, you
really have to go through sh*t and corporate office politics before you know how to appreciate the lack
of it right?

Thinking whether to share more on job interviews dos and don'ts!

Would anyone here be interested to read?

——————–
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I'm a Grab Rewards Platinum member now! Let's see if it makes any difference to my bookings lol
@fitrikhamis
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The investment course "lobang" I'm going for :
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Also posting this as a continuation from yesterday's post @sgbudgetbarbie:160517 cos apparently
some people don't believe me when I say it's a one-time payment for a lifetime access *rolls eyes*

Guys. I say it again, I don't work for this business nor do I own any shares in this company. I'm merely
sharing and recommending courses that I've gone for and KNOW they're good. Regular readers will
know I curate my recommendations very seriously.

Bluff you got money ah? ?

—————-

My lips are super dry after using Colourpop Ultra Matte Lip for the whole of yesterday. I only applied
once in the morning followed by a layer of lip balm but by the time I reached home at night, my poor
lips were all dried out.

The colour is really super pigmented and lasting but whyyyy so dry? #tradeoff #firstworldproblems

The Ultra Satin Lip is less drying BUT it TRANSFERS LIKE MAD. especially when I'm eating my
bread!

(ooh that rhymes)

No but seriously. It gets on my food, on my chin and basically everywhere. Super annoying! Not
repurchasing ?? #colourpop

I still think nothing beats my current lip raves, Christian Dior, Jill Stuart and Laneige Two-Tone Lip. But
these were all gifted to me by my MIL so I really wanna find a more affordable and value-for-money
option to use once these run out leh.
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Supper durian affair.
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